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1. SOURCE

Personal Details

Nano	 : HUEGEL Dr. Klaus
Alias	 : None
Rank	 : SS SturmbannfUehrer
Unit	 : Abt VI BdS ITALIEN
Id. No.	 Not knoffn
F.P. No.
S No.	

: 13563
S : 111.815

Party No.	 : 3,407,815
Home Address	 : BREGENZ, Schloss WolDirt

: 28 Apr 45, COMOCaptured
Secret No.	 : M/45/546
Interrogated	 : CSDIC, CMF, 22-23 JUn 45

(b) History and Career

(of: CSDIC/CM.P/SD 2, para. 1.b.)

(c) Assessment 

(cf: CSDIC/CAF/SD 2, para 1.o.)

Reliability : Good.

(Interrogated by F.G.A.)

2. DEVELOPMENT AND'WORK OF ANT VI RS-IA

(a) Period Summer 39 till End 41

As stated briefly in cspic/cmg/sp 25 pare. 2.A..; When Amt yi was
formed shortly before the outbreak of war, it took over from Ant III (of the
SD Heuptamt) the information obtained on the politioml, economic and cultural
structure of foreign countries. The first Amtschef VI was SS Bripp.daftiehrer
JOST, formerly Antschef III of the SD Rauptaint. Work of the Hauptamt an
foreign countries had been carried out by Abteilung	 (and III/3),
(not Gruppe as stated in a/M report), of which the latter, since 1938, had
toyed with the idea of concentrating on the obtaining of Intelligence proper,
which VAS to become the A:notion of Amt VI RSHA. However, neithor the
personnel of Abt HO nor of Abt III/3 had any special qualifications for
Intelligence work, and Ant VI,RSHA had to be built up from scratch.	 .

On the outbreak of war JOST attempted close liaison with the
Government departments which it was the task of Amt VI to supply with
Intelligence material. Right fron the beginning the Foreign Office showed
itself disinclined to co-operate, as RIBBENTROP did not want a separate
intelligence organisation to supply him with material, and attempted to
obtain his van intelligence by indirect means. Ho lost no opportunity of
spying and ridiculing wherever possible the work of Amt V/, and for certain
periods HIMMLER ordered that no member of Amt VI might enter the Foreimn
Of;iQu. Co-uperltion was never entirely broken, however, as Foreign Office
contacts were necessary to the SD for building up its intelligence service
abroad. To counteract the attitude Of the Foreign Office JOST tried to work
more closely with Government Ministries which wore themselves opposed to it,
such as the Ministry of Propoganda and tho Ministry of Economics, and use
their contacts, travellore, Germans living abroad, eta. Here again co-
operation was not entirely satisfactory; for instance the difficulties which
Amt VI personnel had over the natter of foreign exchange wore not settlod
satisfactorily by the Ministry of Economics.

Inside the RSHA itself there were also numerous personal quarrels
and petty jealousies which hampered the attempts of Amt VI to build up an
efficient service. Amt IV and, to a lesser extent, Amt VII considered that
they had a part to play in the collection of intelligence abroad, and undertook
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independent work in this field throueh their own agents; Amt VII, however,
soon gave this up. The greatest competitor of ,:rt VI was always the Abwohr,
and remained so until ite Pasior in 44.

VI repreeentativen in Giii:A/f1 mme under the SD Abschnitto, and
-in neutral countries were normally attached to the diplomatic missions,
so far as the Foreign Office allowed. or wore representatives of German
firms. In occupied countries they came under various Dienststellen of
the Sipo. Neither the Abschnittsfeehrer nor the Defehlshaber or Fuehror
of the Sipe Dienststellen aoroad %ere VI mon, and had little understanding
for VI work, which greatly hampered the work of VI representatives at home
and abroad.

Despite the internal quarrels and jealousies described above,
Amt VI succeeded in this initial :eriod in establishing a number of-repre-
sentatives in nedtral ccuntries, notably in HOLLAND and Mall% NORWAY,'
SPAIN, FORTUGLL and TURnY. No success was achieved with SWEGEN. After
the military successes of 40 and 41, work in the conquered territories
naturally became such easier, but suffered under the dieadvantage that VI
representatives tended to concentrate for their information on elements
that wore friendly to GEEMANY, i.u. the quislings, who were not in anything
like so good a position to provide intelligence As quarters favourable to
the Alli,s. In ITALY, although HITLER had forbidden any SD activity there,
some . small attempts were made to Cotain intelligence, and SS OtensturmProhror
ZEID:IR and SS Obersturmfuehror GROEDL were sent to ROLE, but wore soon
recalled.

With the establishrrent of DdS in the occupied countries, Art VI
was divided into geographical Grw.pen. An LO was sat up to the Hinistry of
Economics, and the Technical Group, Gruppo VI/F, including the WEL
Institute was created. Another Grmup was formed during the period, but
again dissolved in autumn 41. This was Gruppe VT/H, later VI/E, which
was knuwn as "Gagner in Ausland", .and was concerned with counter-espionage
abroadi against the "enemies of National Socialism", especially against
Freemasons and Jews, and movements like STRASSER'S "Schwarz° Front".
Because the Group's work overlapped with that of the Groups dealing' with .
geographical divisions, and with the counter-intelligence branch of Art IV
Which was gradually developing, it wae finally disbanded..

Source is unable to give many concrete examples of work undeftaken
by Amt VI during the period under review. The VENLO incident at which
STEVENS and BEST were oaptured was considered the greatest triumph of the
period. Following this success, Amt VI made plans for the capture of Lord
VANSITTART, who was said to be intending to visit SWIT-ERL1ND either at
end 39 or beg 40. (This . story was overlooked by Source in his interrogation
on work on SWITZERLAND - CSDIC/C2SF/SD 25). The information on the impending
visit had been obtained from a contact maintained by Amt VI with Austrian
Legitimists inside SWITZERLiaiD. ThGy believed themselves to be in touch
with a'similar group in the TYROL, which was in fact a fiction of Amt VI
agents. A Swiss courier in the service of Art VI travelled between 	 .
SWITZEBIAND and the SD Aussonstollo at BREGENS, whore despatches from the
Legitimists in SWITZERLAND were opened and examined. They made use of
secret ink of a peculiar kind, obtained by the drinking of large quantities
of red wino; this ink prodaeed writing which became visible when exposed to
heat. It was hoped through these contacts to persuade Lord VANSITTART to
confer on the frontier with ostensible members of a German resistance group,
and then kidnap him as was done with BEST and STEVENS. The plan ammo to
nothing boc.xuou Lard W.:ISITTL.RT I c jcul-nt.ci wa:a

Work in FRANCE was concentrated on obtaining all possible information
on the intentions of the VIChrf -goverment. Work in YUGOSLAVIA concentrated
on discovering the attitude of the yugoslavs in case of a Gorman invasion.
In this connection there was a considerable tension between Ant VI and tho
Foreign Office, as immacit maintained, on the basis of information obtained
by Amt VI, that a revolution was likely, and that the people would resist,
while RIBLENTROP pooh-poohed the idea.

Although, by end 41, a fairly wide VI net had Leon built up abroad,
the actual successes which Amt VI had to show were small, and tho question was
raised whether the continued exintelre of the Art was justified in view of the
increasing extent of he count ,	.,-as often referred to
oven by its own personnel as "GruppenPlehrer HEYDRICH's • rsonal information
service". HEYDRICH sot out to imprcvo matters, and bega: 	 :Lrrrointing
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SCHILLEIBERG as Stellvertretender Amtschef. SCMLENTERG actually ran the
at fram now on, and though JOST was not officially removed till a little
later, his authority was nil. Ho frequently stopped his car in a aidestroot
near the Amt VI offices and sent his driver to get some papers ho heppened
to need, as his relations with SCH7e .r.IMERG prevented him from entering the
offices himself.

(b) Period End 44 till Bee 43

sci • ummic was only 32 when he undertook the reorganisation of
Amt VI. He had up fill then been Gruppenleiter WE, concerned with coveter-
intelligence. He had received the E.K. 1 for his part in the VENLO incident.
It wes not believed by most senior members of the RSHA that ho etuld succeed
in his tesk of maid:nes' Amt VI a worthwhile concern, but Source beliovea
HIMIUM was prepared to give him a year's trial. SCHMLENBERG started off
by maedng coneidorable changes of personnel, and as he care from Amt
attempted to have transferred to Amt VI a number of Gestapo men of whose
efficiency ho knew from his own experience. This led to long deem out
squabbles between eret IV and Art VI, but eventually SCHELLZKagg succeeded
in replacing almost all the key personeel of Amt VI, and, as stated in
CSDIC/C1Z/SD 25 pare 2.C.i., thow who were too efficient to be spared were
sent to outside Dienstetellon so as to allow A fresh start to be imede at the
main office.

-Through SCHELLENBERG's peroonal_efforts peace was at any rate
outwardly made between tho Foreign Office and Art VI. PCIPT.ToTNAFRa, himself
became the LO for emt VI to the Foreign Office, and RIBBENTROF appointed
his own representative as LO to Amt VI. An imelediate result of the re-
conciliation was that the VI positions in neutral countries dould be improved.
This happened at a timely moment, as the decrease in Germen trade with the
neutrals had beee making it more end more difficult to establish farther
camouflaged VI representatives in neutral countries. (In Medi mad BDRTUGAL
VI representatives were attached to the Police Attaches, themselves IV men,
but no other neutral hed agreed to the establishment of such attaches, so
that the chances of Ant VI in this respect , were very limited). Nevertheless,
in comparison with Abwehr roprosentaticn in diplomatic missions ebramd, emt
VI representation was very small even after this increased co-operation with
the Foreign Office, the proportion beine somewhere in the region of 10:1
in favour of the Abwehr.

SPAIN (with TANGIERS), PORTUGAL and TURKS were the most favourable
countries for the be:gdine up of VI representatives after the agreement with
the Foreign Office, and Source states that unquestionably the greatest
successes of Amt VI were scored in these countries, Whereas SWITZERLAND and
SWEEEN remained the problem children, as before. The political upheavals in --
IRAN and IRAQ offered a splendid opportunity for VI infiltration, Which was
not overlooked, and every effort was mmde to stir up trouble against BRITAIN.
VI positions in SOUTH AHERICe, particularly In TNE ARGMITI1 -3, were strengthened.
So far as Source knews Amt VI did not succeed in placing any agents in USA
after the declaration of war on that country, and at no time, ho believes,
was there over an SD agent operating in GREAT BRITAIN.

The Referat vWnri=a2:, concerned with sabotage and subversion
against RUSSIA, frequently pressed at this time for the establishment of some
form of independent government to be set up in various congeered territories
of the U.S.S.R., particularly i the, Ueleee, whiCh !Fee eeeeieleeed 
favourable field for such an experiment. However, opposition by the Foreign
Office and other Government Departments prevented anything being done to achieve
this.

In FRANCE and the DOW coumn.as there was continual friction between
Amt VI and Amt III ropreeentativen on the relative responsibilities in SD utrk
in obtaining inforneetion on the political tendencies and morale of the respective
countries. In a less acute Sena this friction existed throughout the werk of
the SD. In FRANCE, where VI was more strongly represented than III, the task
of obtaining such information on the country, and also of bringing political
pressure to bear, was largely carried out by the former, but in HOLLAND and
BELGIUM, whole VI was far loss strongly represented, both these tasks fell to
the letter. A responsibility of Art VI in all three countries at this time was
the building up of P/0 nets which would operate after the withdrewal of the
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Germane *nee the ear had been won.
Inside CERMANv SCHeieeeeclaERC consie3rably reduced the number of

VI Referenter in the SD /"..bsc:Iratte, ee in meny mesas theerwork hae been
unsucceesfel. On the other hand he induced HEIM:ICH to issue an order"
that all Sipe und SD Inspekteure wore to do all they could to keep the .
roquiremente of Amt VI in mind and to pro.eide all possible eesietance.
Both HEYDRICH and 3ClieleLL—NBERfe had the intention of setting up independent
Abteilungen of Amt VI r-Tr—E -21.:.nC'SNY. eeceeee of lack of the necessary pereonnel
this ambitious plan could not be fulfilled, but to mAke up for this
SCHZILDBERC had the tight to make epecific demnnds cn every SD or Stapo
Dionetstelle in the Reich to co-operete in the fulfillment of Amt VI
operations. Also, to eompencate for the numbers of 47 Referate which were
withdramn from SD Abochnitte, el reeresentation in the RSHL ens further
strengthened by the creation of the Sonderr.,ferate VI/Wirtechaft and VT/
KUltur, and of An LO to the ;:inistry of leopeganda.

SCIIMUMERG also made i;reht ee-,rts to improve the relations of
Amt VI with the VariOn3 GOrniiMMt Kinie:.iec, and to limit az Per as possible
the confusien rrevallinz because of the overlap of interests in the obtainieg
of intelligenne e.g. in the intullilync,2 reemeissions given to business men,
and in personal jealousies within the RSIee. IEIIRICH'e murder in 42, though
3eireeemzeleeee lost thereby hn ent!usiantie supporter, brought him closer to
FILLIER, as for seven months there wi.s no Chef der Sipe und SD, and
SCIT1ZO3W himself performed this function. Luring this period he succeeded
in persuading 101/2ZR of the necousity ofAet VI, of which in its earlier
days he eas by no means convinced.

The open competition between the ebwehr and Amt VI ms also shelved,
at least openly, for the time beine, fellowine a conference held in PRAGUE
in May 42 beteeen 10falICH and CANIeRIS. S*'.7711MRG  and CANARIS held
frequent discussions together, and their releticns were outeardly extreraeler
affable, though SCeereerdERG, as stated in csrac/a.:F/sD 231 Pe re 3, made'
no secret of his real feeli-iiiee abcut "tee: old foxTM.

(a) Period Bog 43 till pee 44

et the and of his year of pro:Ation SCHFIXFMM; had already
overcome his chief difficulties, and ne-one gee:Aimed anY more the justi-
fication of Amt VI's existence. The ft:m-1er personnel of the bet had been
changed up to 80 or eq.:, and of the feaeeer ereepenleiter only one had remained
unchanged (VI/C). Nevertheless the euelity of the Referonter was in many
cases not as bieh as SCHr. r.LE132-MG would have liked. In Spring 43 the Gruel=
VI/S and VI/C were formed. The eersoneel of leat VI had now grown to such 	 •
an extent, also with the increase of technicians in vI/P and VT/S, that it --
exceeded that of Amt III by almoet 1,000, totalline about 2,000 altogether.
A number of man from emt VII, whose activities had been severely restricted
in the course . 0g the ear, now pezeed ever to Amt VI.

sci.r.^,T.T,Fm2nr, had in exet shown himself to be a man to be reckoned
with. The fall of LUTHER, eha special confidant of RIVMPEROP and:Secretary
of State to the Fcreien Office, was correctly attributed to hinefor
details see CSDIC/V.F/SD 20, pera 8). This incident brought a further breach •
between Amt VI and the Fereien Office, relations having deteriorated since
the rapprochement at bog 42, but as by this time VI representatives had boon
firmly established in all neutral countries, with the exception of SW/TZFRUND
and eVeriLiee, the neeennite rer ec-croretien was not so marked, and neither
HIMNLYR nor SCI-Wel2NFERG were eoncerned eeeh the eereened relations. fent VI
reports were not passed to the Foreien Office before they had been pronouneed
"suitable" by =ER.

With all the advantages for a euccozsfel year's work available to
Amt VI at the opening of 43, notable the closer relations with the Ministries.
of Propoganda and Er:enemies, work wee further complicated by the appearance of
a new problem. The ear situaticn ind greatly deteriorated against =maw,
and emt V/ vas now faced with the task of setting up a Vo network in all
eountries ehich wore thoueht to be threatened with en Allied invasion. In •
Apr 43 orders to this effect were issued to the VI men in NORWAY, MOLL= and
BELGIUM, =EMT, ET:AXE and ITALY. In ITALY very little could be done because
of the still existing Fuehrorbefehl that no SD work as to be undertaken.
VI/C/ZEPPELIN undertook this work for RUSUA. It was found very difficult to
establish nets in the West because of the erowine power of the resietance
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movements.
In neutral countries also, the effect of Cerman reverses increased

the difficulties of Amt VI, as opposition to GER Irt became more and more
apparent. In neutral countries whose internal r litical eitlation vas
of little interest, such as SWEDEN, it wee fount, increasingly difficult to
obtain imformation on tho Allies instead of working against the country
itself.

Another disadvantage made itself felt &ring 43 When because of
air raids on the capital most of the Amt VI docunents and part of the
admin personnel wore removed frmo BERLIN to less threatened areas (see
CSDIC/CHF/SD 23, pare 2.c.). Thisvccupled with ever-growing transport
difficulties, seriously delayed the work of the r.in office.

Work on individual countries was as fol:oms apart from the creation
of WO nets:

801,Wam and BELGIUM: both those countrils were comparatively
unexploitód by :t . VI. An VI in TER HAGUE and F:USSELS wore not seriously
considered until autumn 43, and prodaced very lit:le results of interest.
The most important intelligence work in those countries tea considered to
be the countering of Allied agents,.and.in this Ant IV had considerable
success (no details known) especially against vt agents. The results of
their work wore of groat use in WI countOrospionago in other countries.

MANCE: VI was chiefly concerned with the internal political
' situation, including changes of ministers in the VICKY Government. For

instance, the proposed appointment of BOUSWET as Chief of Felice was
rigorously opposed by the SD., SS ObersturyNehror Dr. REICEE was the
special VI Beauftragter at VIM (of: csrac/caest 25 parm 4.a.). Very
little intelligence on the Allies was obtained. It Was intended to set
up an organisation in FRANm for work against SWI7ZEBLAND, NORTH ALIRIC4
and GREAT BRITAIN, but this never came to anything.

SPAIN: the best VI positions of all were in this country. SS
Oberfuehrer BERNHARD, the lead of the German-Spanish lino of SOFINIUS und
ROWAK, was the perfect example of a VI representative camouflaged within
a large industrial concern. Ho was very close to SUNER, and was able to
provide information on internal Spanish politics, and the attitude of the
Spanish Government to GEMITY. Ho also attempted tC sound Allied circles on
views of a compromise peace. An espionage network in FROCK NORTH AFRICA was
controlled from TANGIERS, and operations of the sabotage and subversion
Referat VI/B/4/EARal,ML were also directed from here.

PORTUGAL: Work was mainly directed againn- the country itself to
prevent rapprochement with the Allies. Neutral bun noes men were sounded
on their views of Allied morales.

TURK(: the account of the photographing f documents in Sir
Hugh ETIATaIBULL-HUGiESSV's private safe has alread: been given in CSDIC/Ceig/
SD 20, par% 7.c.

BAR EAST: attempts were to be made in 43 tp increase the weak
position of Amt VI in the FAR EAST by sending representatives by air or
submarine, and SCHELLEOERG was planning a trip to ,TAFAN himself, but oould
not be spared because a substitute could not be found for him in BERLIN.
The project was accordingly abandoned.

SOUTH ALERICA: with the breaking off of diplcmatic relations by
the SOUTHJUICERICAN states, Amt VI work in those countries ceased almost
entirely. Tho previously existing network had made itself too obvious.
Work had been concentrated on obtaining information on USA through business
men. The rovolutinn in TF7 PrPNTTr7 ^ft”. .ta the r117 11 1t i n C:27 an
network, and there followed endless bickerings between the SD, Abwehr4e.nd
Foreign Office on Mho had been responsible for its detection.

ITALY: oven before the fall of MUSSOLINI the SD had sot up a
wireless set in ROME, despite the special Inehrorbefo'l against activity in
ITALY. HASS had boon	 es VI representative with .he Police Attache, and
was responsible for this. Though information from vurious souroos had
indicated the possibility of the ovorthrm of the Fascist Government, the
actual event, coming ',hen it did, was a surprise to the Amt. The building up
of an SD organisation in ITALY after the Armistice is well-known.

BALKANS: work ms chiefly directed against the political situation
of the countries themselves, except in GREECE, whose -oographical position
mas favourable for intelligence work against the Alli. AT/0 network was



- the Roichsitzehrer of •!!on took :the fe7.1s cf :i diplar.tic dossier. This chame to

Le)Ra.tions and Consulates. ho pro,lect ..r-s delayed, however, and no more was

EU 200,000,	 art ft.= a rfsrbor o.' siecial funds.

Amt was also bez.:an, under VI/D. V.T./a and VI/Eult, which had been independent,

work undertaken. Bo'.-h in the politic%1 and intelligence field Lrat VI

and then placed in -,:le Pascicrt and Visa branches of various Embassies,

hoard about tha Lchr:ol until Sas% hafOro the cessation of hostilities.

Depaftments, thouch it still remained iT.J own master in supplying question-
naires to the agents amployod. Scu .:co states that these were perhaps one

Unless a VI officor =a able to polish up and expand for hi:twat the question -•

about the following change::: Sc..;: •MIZZLITTA • paL:sed from VI/B to VI/D, and VIA,

passed from VI/E, and came to VI/D. A Central Evaluation Dept for the whole

were placed under VI/A Oenlral).

SCIMLIMPERG had. suc.:eeded in laildil.,-; up since he took over, no clear line

mires submitted by the main off.i.c..:, he was likely to incur ho sympathetic
laugher of the a,-_-,er.'m he :.,nloyed.

abxcad. :..3 a becinntng abc..vt ti. cl-s ,in SZ and Police officers wore to be trained

regard to forei.r:n enchr-n...;e, as the fnds available were the equivalent . c-ir

concerning itself en.:irely with S.F.. :21ROPE, moved to IraZia. ITALY also

active politival '.102± i3 n..:rossi.!:^-::el by the ccr,tparative inactivity of the

of the weakest sides of theArat I s work, as despite the widesr-ead net which

the Ant VI built:Lng for SS and 2olIce r.orsonnel detained as VI representatives

Foreign Office. The roar tin'. mij...; by SCIMLEIBERG in SWITZMLAND for

of policy rtio over 1.)...d down on the typo of intelligence material required.

political as . opposed to ti-e., .:ntell:....c....co lAnno. The reports submitted to

opening up linos of cont.Lct to the :.]:.Les arc an example of the political

received an increasing mml.rJr of ra er2osts for infortv.tion from Government

who vo.s said to 'rave obtaine el very II% .:nti intonation Li SWITZMILAVD, SVIEIEN,
SPAIN and HUNC.47/.

political situation.

so that they wculd. have.a r.::.nn of ehecki.nr on the activities of their
subordinates and the :seliab!"...ity o:". • e in-P.m-ration reported. Vtir.u.70..NWRG / s
orm man was $S litupt::turnit.I. litre:* ZG:.:.?... (see CSDIC/aaP/SD 25, para 2.C.3.),

by moans of camnissions given i..o til.m..iling Swedish business wen, otc. In

STEZi21 Ar.t VI coneen...rated: . inly rn 1.110 nature of air. tra.ftio between

vi.sits, etc. In P.:174.*:::::. VI work .a : iii.neted entirely against thr in.terrAl

ion" for himself n Ild :Lir. C-7.1% i :::1:. Zit ..r. His view was that he and his senior
officers should itave persc:.-.1 VI re_rre:entatives in all important countries,

also prepared, ir. con:enct , ..-itil '.:',-. • ...7 vivitios of VI/S. In JUGOSI.WIL

groups, and ospocial ...; to It: :.n 'LA • v.'s .: t:1,1 totn.ik forces likiololleartedly
on the side of th.) Gul,-mans.

this VIAlirtschaft yr.:. cles .•. :t:f erne :rr.,N.1. Source kmows no details. In

that country and Zit:14'M, p:.:,:enr,.:,.....; uarf.Led and the purpose of their

efforts wore cane A-it...rated a- e:cy :.0'iti.:::. :'...o differences be tween the various

to build up linaz tc 12:(.72.111; am', to e...:i;lt-tt ',:ar close relations with SiaDEN.

(d) Period Bar, 44 till Anr 4c

Reorg:niantion of th.i ,Amt 3"i ;:-,ht at the end of the period brought • .

By this ti:...--1 AL:+; ''.'i had achieved a fairly favourable position in

Ti lLi luzia:: .;f t!,.r.: •',b-..7.:1•1.r .:it'l Arat VI has already been described in

In surmior 4.3 SGISI.....=rt-.2.RG p:anned the forming of a training school in

Luring :.::. theact:iv:C .1s (.: L-74", VI developed more and moro ob the

In 4.3 SC2.G 4.1,J;:.-3:1..:cd fne principle of "persom 1 reprosen tat-

SCLIILIII;-74%.: in :70it'AZ: and iIRK increased VI personnel attempted

. CSDIC/CMVSD 33 

- .

-7- 	 01. .."74°:

CSDIC/C4F/SD 23, 'An: 3.
Apart frar: this vajor xy.tor,;-nination, SC11737141:ERG  attempted. during

44. to strengthen the position of tin Ant inside the Reich in other ways. His
and HICIDRICH's cririnal intsntien of ::.a.v!..ng independent VI Abteilungen instead
of Roforato under the SD 4:-ac4ilf. t:tu %.•••Lis in part fulfilled, and several of such
Abteilungen wura sot up u:. •1"r It.3 or NU in the Reich. For the steno reason
vI/Wi and 1,7/Eult h. •::. been :lac,A..m."..ar the Cruppenleiter VI/A who would have
more tic to control fneir acivitia .,. thsn SCIT.T.17r4MRs,, when they were
indeponder.t orL••,unizaticns 1 , hior 112::.1.
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Activitioe of the various Amt VI Referate in 44/45 may be briefly
sunmarised. In FRANM, during the last months of Cerm1n occupation, all
efforts were concentrated on the increasing partisan problem, and the pre-
servation of civilian morale despite the air attacks. Work on the inner
political name, which had been the chief function of VI in FRANCE, becare
almost non-existent. As Abt VI BdS PARIS and other VI Dienststellen aithdrew
to GERMANY increasing importance was laid on the despatch of agents through
the lines, and on g/o networks. In nitumn 44 it was said that some 15% of
agents, both W/T and espionage, had returned with reports. The chief
objent of Leitstelle nALTER, the fonner Abt VI BdS PARIS (see sa3Dic/alg/sD 29,
pare 3) was to work in conjunction with French emigrees frcm FRAICE,
especially the DORIOT Group, and from 7aRa1aNi and ITALY, and through
SWITZERLAND, to maintain contact with pro-German Trench groups that had
maimed behind, and with p/O agents. A similar role was played by ;art VI
of BaS BRUSgaaa which set up as Leitstelle NORD-7EST at MARBURG after the

'withdrawal and likewise attempted to maintain contact with elements in
BELGIUM.

In MAIN, bemuse of increasing Allied pressure on the FRANOD
Government, Ant VI attempted to increase the number of VI representatives
already in the country, in also any of those already there should have to
be withdrawn because they were toe aell-known to the Allies. They were
to be vet up in diplomatic missions or in indrstrial circles. So Per as
Source knows it aaz found impossible to eland more representatives to the
country because of the attitude or the Spanish Government. Despite Allied
pressure, Art VI suamoded, becaueo largely of the influence of BERNHARD,
in maintaining the attitude of SPAIN towards GERMAN( where it was wanted.
The position with FCRTUCaL was largely similar.

Va/D tried to despatch several agents to USA by submarine, but
Source knows no details. In THE ARGZqraTZ some agents were Still operating.
The VI representatives in TURKEI continued tc provide useful information
an politioal tfonde in the country rieht up to the end.

laaLTIMaaRaala was laegely reepencible for the revolution in
HUNGARY in Mar 44., and the NI Bonuftrager in that -country played an important
part. Va/S was also thrcam in. In the last week of the war a number of
Slovenes, Croats and Serbs were dosi-icheil drom ITALY (C014)) into STri'ZMLAND
with missions for the SD Dienststellen in woomavv, but Scurce knows no
details. It is thoueht that ambensaaor RAHN , haz same knoadedge of their
intentions. Similarly a number of Czechs were to be despatched into
SWITZERLA13D from SOUTH TIROL under the auspices of Dr. .NEUB4CHER, the
seecial representative in the South-ST, in the last days of Apr 45. They
had been trained under SS Obersturmbannfuehrer ?JIVER, VI Loiter of BdS
PRAM, who had been Gruppenleiter VI/t till autumn 43. He began his
attemets to set up a Czech espionaeo group in the first months of 44. It
was the intention that they should pcso as anti-Germans and establish contact
with Allied circlon in neutral ccuntries. During 44 it was also planned to use
Slovakians for a similar earpose. Till the and ef 43 aerk in MOVJUCLA had
been undertaken by Amt III, but from 44 on it .became the province of Ant VI,
which concentrated on 	 inner political condition inside the country, apart
fron the recruiting of the Slovak agents,

It is some ineimation of the muddled conditions prevailing daring the
last months of the war that while SCIZELENMRG was attempting to get in touch.
with the Allies to sound their views on1T -Ea-of hostilities, he brcught
aaeut two changes in tie organisation of ant VI; the school for VI personnel
vrtA IsinA l l ,r eat nr, ned tae ns!:thll.r.117-f7nt c'	 Ceataal aaal eati ee Le---te-lt,
begun at end 44, was finally concluded.
Corrieonda : In CSDIC/CaF/SD 29, ann "A", under Auseenetellon of SD

Loitrboc:Lni!.1; STITTraaa, for'SEVENSTADT'read"FREUDLNSTADT".

In CSDIC/C:Y/aD 32 pare	 line 1, for "nritinh or French
Major" road "aritish or 'rich Major".
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AC of S, G.,2 (CI) APHQ 	  1- 5
GSI(b), 15 Army Grcup 	  6 - 9
No. 1 SCI Unit 	  10 - 28
SCI Unit "Z" 	  29 - 35
1,17 5, WsrvOffice 	  36
141 19, War Office 	  37 - 38
G-2 (W), A2HQ 	  39
SW, GHQ, NEP 	  4n - 42
200 MU, CSIIC 	 43
G-2 (CI), 5 Army 	 44. - 48
HQ 5 Army, 0-2 Section Intermgation Centre 	 49
'GSI(b), 8 Army 	 50
300 FSS 	 51 - 52
No. 1 Sub Centre CSC AUSTRIA, c/o 5 Corps (Main) 	 53
=lc, MR (Pile) 	 54. - 58
BGS (I), 8 Army (Brig. HITCHENS) 	 59
on(b), 5 corps 	 60 - 61
Counter-Intelligence Section (AUSTRIA5 11/o 8 Army	 62
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